A complete description is given of the eigenvalues of the matrix A associated with absolute Cesaro summability of any positive order, where A is regarded as an operator on the Banach space I", with I $P$ 00.
INTRODUCTION
For any real number a~O and any given sequence X= (Xo, Xl' ... ) of complex numbers consider the transformation defined by (I) I
\' Aa-1k
Yo=Xo,Y n= --a t.. n-k xi,
This transformation is used in summability theory, whereby a series 1::=0 Xk is called summable IC, ai, that is absolutely summable (C, a), if 1::=0 IYnl < 00.
The idea appears to have been introduced by Fekete [3] and has been studied and generalized by several authors ([I] , [2] , [4] ).
In (I) we employ the usual notation, where for each real P we define
for n e I. In (2) In order to show (3) we use the following standard identity which is valid for any real a and p:
For n =°the sum in (3) is equal to I and for n~I the sum is equal to ;. kAu-1lnA u= ;. AI Au-II AU 
It follows from (3) that A E B(/~).
To deal with (4) we may employ the following result of Chow [2] , L (Af-I)"~Hkap .
1=0
By a standard theorem on resultants (Hardy [5] ) the sum in (9) is asymptotic to
ck(a·-I)p+ I
where c is a positive constant. It follows from (9) that (k l -P ) is bounded, which is contrary to the fact that p «; I. This proves the theorem .
EIGENVALUES OF THE ABSOLUTE CEsARO MATRIX
In the following theorem we determine the eigenvalues of the matrix A associated with sumrnability Ie, ai, where a> 0, with A acting on I p (I~p -s(0). 
